ART JOURNALING 101
with Jordan Clark

LESSON 2: PAINTING FLORAL GREETING CARDS
WITH GOUACHE

SUPPLIES:

Strathmore
Mixed Media Cards
5x6.875"

Maimeri
Gouache
Primary Set
• Primary Yellow
• Primary Red Magenta
• Primary Blue Cyan
• Black
• Titanium White

Princeton Velvetouch
Round Brush (#3)

Princeton Velvetouch
Filbert Brush (#4)

LYRA Rembrandt
Graphite Pencil HB

Other supplies

Paint palette, black
pen, cup of water

Let’s paint some floral greeting cards! In this
lesson, you’ll learn the basics of gouache and
how to mix colors. Then, follow the step-by-step
instructions to draw and paint three beautiful

flower designs! You can use the techniques from
this video to create your own greeting cards or
paint the flowers in your art journal.

STEP 1: SKETCH THE FLOWERS
Use a drawing pencil to lightly sketch basic shapes to help you figure out the placement of the
flower. Draw a large circle for the flower, a line for the stem, and ovals for the leaves. Then fill in
these basic shapes with the details; petals, stamen, leaves, and the stem.

STEP 2: MIX PAINT COLORS
Use your gouache to mix a palette
of colors to use for the flowers. Add
water to each of the colors with your
paintbrush. Add enough water that the
paint turns into the consistency of
melted ice cream. The paint should
brush smoothly onto your paper
without dragging. Don’t add too much
water or the paint will become
translucent.

STEP 3: PAINT THE FLOWERS
Use the gouache to fill in your sketches and paint the flowers. Start with the lighter colors to fill in the
large areas of the petals, stem, and leaves. Then use the darker colors to add shadows and details.
Pick one color to add stars and dots to the background of the illustration.

STEP 4: OUTLINE THE FLOWERS
After your paintings are completely dry,
use a black pen to outline the flowers
and fill in the details. Sketch loose
squiggles and lines to show detail and
shadow. Once completed, you have
three, beautiful greeting cards that you
can send to your family and friends!

